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This report brings together references to a number o f discoveries o f Roman tile in the vicinity o f the former 
Doods Farm, Reigate, now the junction o f Doods Road and Doods Way with Wray Common Road ( T ( f  
2 6 6  507), which taken together strongly suggest the site o f a tilery. The report also describes the results o f 
limited excavations in the gardens o f three houses on the site and identifies tilesfrom Doods Farm among those 
supplying Roman London.

Introduction

The area around the junction of Doods Road and Doods Way with Wray Common Road 
has in the past produced quantities of finds of Roman tile. Prior to the construction of roads 
and a number of large detached houses from the 1870s onwards the area was occupied by 
the buildings and fields of Doods Farm (fig 1) which was also known as The Doods or Mutton 
Hall (the latter is also the name of a field on the 1842 tithe map; it lies to the south of Doods 
Farm and fronts the present A25). Three of the large tile-hung houses presently standing here 
are those originally built on the fields of the farm (Carrs End, Woodthorpe and Way Close: 
dated 1885, 1886 and 1887 respectively) and were apparently designed by the same architect 
(A W Venner: see Earlier discoveries, below). The site of the buildings of Doods Farm now lies 
in the south-west angle of the crossroads, beneath the modern flats of Doods Place, and only 
the farm pond remains visible. A number of houses have been built more recently in the large 
gardens of the three original houses. In the early 20th century a line of sandpits was dug 
adjacent to the north side of the railway and to the south of Doods Farm.

E arlier discoveries

At the Old Vicarage in Church Street (Poulton 1986), 1km to the west of Doods Farm, 22 
fragments of Roman tile (including three identifiable tegula and three imbrex fragments) were 
found in 10th—12th century deposits, and these may well have derived from the surface of 
fields at Doods Farm. No more than a handful of fragments of Roman tile has been found 
in extensive excavations in Reigate itself. Records of 19th century and later discoveries of 
tile in the Doods Farm area appear in the Ordnance Survey Record Cards and their 
successor, the Sites and Monuments Record (SMR), but are rather confusing. However, there 
seem to have been three main occasions in the 19th century when tiles were found, in rl849, 
in 1878 and in 1886. The record is sadly one of missed opportunities, for almost without 
exception these observations have been very poorly recorded and the finds largely dispersed, 
no formal excavation taking place until an intervention by one of the authors in 1989. The 
earliest finds recorded appear in the Archaeological Journal for 1849 (vol 6, 288) when a Mr 
Allingham (not one of the owners of the farm, who are recorded in the tithe award as being 
the Rev Robert Fellowes and Jesse Pym) reported the discovery, 3 feet below the surface of 
a field, of several, all apparendy relief-patterned, box flue tiles filled with clay, laid lengthways, 
apertures uppermost and end to end to form a drain. The apertures were covered by pieces 
of tile or stone. There is no record of what activity may have prompted this discovery. The 
field in which the drain was found, which was in pasture, was known as 'The Way Close5 
which 'forms the summit of rising ground in an agreeable and commanding position5. This



Fig 1 Doods Farm, Reigate. M ap of the area around Doods Farm showing the pre-c 1870 field pattern together 
with the railway cutting and sandpit, and the 1885-7 houses.

field name does not appear in either the 1842 tithe map or the revised map of 1860/1, the 
relevant field names in these maps being most uninformative. However, the 1877 house called 
Wayclose stands on the east side of Wray Common Road and a little to the north of the 
junction with Doods Road and Doods Way. Comparison of this map with the tithe map shows 
this house to have been built on the northern boundary of the smallest field of the farm (fig
1). The house occupies the summit of Wray Common Road and its site may thus be identified 
with some confidence as The Way Close. The same report describes an adjoining field, 
presumably to the south, as being covered profusely with wall tiles and flanged and curved 
roofing tile. The box flue tiles recovered, or at least a sample of them, were reportedly 
presented to the Archaeological Institute. A complete relief-patterned box flue tile, which 
probably came from this drain, was presented to the British Museum (acc no 52.4 -  9.1; 
British Museum 1964, fig 27.3), where it still resides, by Albert Way, a local antiquarian, in 
1852. In addition to the tile in the British Museum, the Holmesdale Natural History Club 
holds a further complete relief-patterned box-flue tile, which may come from the 1849 
discovery, as might a similar complete tile in Guildford Museum (AS21729), which was 
donated by Wilfrid Hooper in October 1949. Another complete relief-patterned tile, the 
provenance of which is uncertain, is in the Cambridge University collections (1948.821).



Fig 2 Doods Farm, Reigate. Plan showing the location of the site and the positions o f the 1989 and 2002 
excavations. (© Crown Copyright. M C  100014198)



However, as the latter was donated by A W G Lowther it seems more likely that this is an 
Ashtead example. No pottery, metalwork or coins have been reported; however, there is a 
scanty report of Roman sherds having been found in 1944 in a sandpit at the east end of 
Doods Way (at T Q2688 5058).

The next record of discoveries of Roman tile in the vicinity of Doods Farm is in 1878 
(Hooper 1945, 16-17). This record is unspecific but appears to relate, with no further detailed 
information, to the discovery of wall and roofing tiles in a field to the south of the farm which 
had been severed by the cutting of the railway between Redhill and Reigate. Further 
discoveries, not surprisingly, were made during house construction. In particular, Mr Venner, 
the architect of the house called Woodthorpe, reported further finds of Roman tile together 
with what was thought to have been the remains of a kiln. A fragment of a tegula found in 
1886 and now in the museum of the Holmesdale Natural History Club in Reigate bears the 
paw print of a dog and an inscribed arc. According to the original label on this tile, the kiln 
found was 'made of local stone which lay where it had stood. Large quantities of pieces  of 
tile lay around but not one whole tile5. Venner5s observation of a kiln appears to have been 
made in 1886, during the construction of Woodthorpe, but this find may not have been 
reported to Hooper until well into the following century. Woodthorpe stands at the north-
east angle of the crossroads and, much extended, is now the Wray Common Nursing Home

(fi§ 2)- .
Further finds appear to have been made in or before 1933 when tiles, many ‘in a perfect

state5 (SMR) were reported to be in the possession of Mr G E Pym, then resident of Doods 
Farm and who was doubtless a descendant of Jesse Pym who lived there in the 1840s. In the 
1960s the discovery of 'a widespread scatter of briquetage5 was reported around a newly 
constructed house called Tregoney (TQ, 2659 5067), which was built on the garden to the 
east of Woodthorpe. The term 'briquetage5 here certainly refers to tile debris rather than its 
modern meaning which refers to vessels related to salt extraction. In 1964 a number of flat 
tiles, desc ribed as 'a wall of tile5, were found by Sir Peter Masefield while digging a drainage 
channel around his house, Rosehill, which is situated in the south-east angle of the crossroads 
(fig 2). Its construction presumably post-dates the cessation of activities in the adjacent sandpit 
on the edge of which it stands. These tiles were examined by one of the authors (RM) and 
a trial trench, desc ribed below, was subsequently excavated by him within a few metres of 
the 1964 finds. Two further complete box-flue tiles, one combed and one relief-patterned, 
were donated to the Holmesdale Natural History Club in 1979 by Dr Ronald Pearson, a 
resident of Doods Place, the flats built in the late 1960s on the site of Doods Farm. It is 
understood (Mrs Pearson, pers comm) that these were given to Dr Pearson by the builders 
constructing the flats who said they had come from the site of the 'third block5.

In 2001, one of the writers (DW) observed the construction of gate pillars and associated 
walls at the entrance to flats, Clairville Court, immediately south of the railway line on Wray 
Common Road. Although natural sand was exposed, there was no trace of Roman tile either 
on the spoil heaps or in the trenches themselves.

T he exc avations  (figs 3-5)

A number of trial trenches were excavated in the gardens of houses on either side and close 
to Woodthorpe; at Rosehill, Doods Way by Robert Masefield in 1989, and at Tregoney, 
Doods Way and 32 Wray Common Road by David Williams under the general auspices of 
the Surrey Archaeological Society in 2002 (fig 2). In each case, with the limitations imposed 
by the present use of the site, the siting of each trench was entirely dependent on both 
permission being granted as well as on more practical grounds.

r o s e h i l l ,  d o o d s  w a y  (RH89) , by RM
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Fig 3 Doods Farm, Reigate. Plan and section of the R H  89 trench.

area then under grass (figs 2-3). As well as modern material, the topsoil (context 1) contained 
184 small and abraded fragments of Roman tile, which included a probable voussoir fragment 
with combing on adjacent faces. Below this, context 2 consisted of a more compact medium 
brown loam with finds of a similar nature. No features cut these layers, which are interpreted 
as ploughsoils associated with the nearby farm. Below context 2, a 50mm-deep layer of yellow 
clay with some flint and ironstone inclusions (context 3, which did not extend into the drawn 
section) overlay the northern part of the trench, covering context 4, and contained 105 small 
fragments of Roman tile. A stem fragment of a clay pipe may date this layer to the post- 
medieval period but such a small item may equally be intrusive. Following the removal of 
context 3, 0.41m below the ground surface, a straight-edged division was seen crossing the 
trench from south-west to north-east.

To the north of the division was a deposit of sand with clay lenses (context 4), which filled 
a vertical cut (context 5) into the Gault Clay subsoil to a depth of 1.2m. The sand was sterile 
of finds. To the south of context 5, and clearly cut by it, was a feature (context 6), 1.74m 
wide and 0.65m deep, packed with fragments of Roman tile and Lower Greensand (context 
7). This is interpreted as a section of a ditch. The tile, which comprised the bulk of the fill 
(550 pieces, weighing 350kg), included overfired and distorted pieces  as well as soft friable 
fragments. Many fragments were large but no complete examples were found. The tile was 
contained in a matrix of reddened clay, which is interpreted as the remains of partially fired 
tile, since this clay contained similar inclusions to the tile itself. Large fragments of tile were



found lying flat on the surface of the Gault Clay adjacent to the ditch, which implies that 
this may have been a land surface in use at the time of their deposition.

The lack of silting and finds other than tile suggests deliberate filling with tile wasters over 
a short period. The tile sloped towards the centre of the ditch, suggesting such dumping. The 
presence of tile wasters, particularly the underfired tiles, are strong evidence for the 
manufacturing of tile in the immediate vicinity, as every batch of tile would have had a 
number of failures owing to uneven distribution of heat within the kiln.

32 WRAY COMMON ROAD (DF02), by DW

Three 1 x lm trenches spaced 5m apart were excavated in the lawn area to the rear of this 
modern house (fig 2, T4-T6). Natural yellow/brown, chalk-flecked clay lay at depths of 
between c0.18 and 0.28m. Trench 5 revealed a length of modern field drain aligned 
north—south, and set within a shallow trench containing charcoal and clay. Small fragments 
of tile of probable Roman date were found in very small quantities in each trench, together 
with greater amounts of 19th century and later material. A single medieval glazed jug sherd 
came from trench 4.

TREGONEY, DOODS WAY (DF02) by DW

Five trenches were excavated in both the front and rear gardens of this modern house built 
to the east of Woodthorpe (fig 2, T l- 3 , T7-8).

Trench 3 (3 x lm) was laid out in an area of lawn to the north of the house (fig 5). Below 
the turf this encountered a 30 to 40mm-deep layer of trampled yellow clay with red streaks 
(context 1) below which was a c0.15m-deep layer of dark grey/brown humic clay (context 
2) with charcoal flecks and small fragments of Roman tile as well as a little modern material. 
This overlay a light yellow/brown clay flecked with white and which also contained a few 
fragments of Roman tile. Clean natural clay was found at a depth of r0.5m.

Trench 1 (1 x lm) was located in the lawn to the south of the house. The topmost layer 
(context 1) consisted of a dark brown clayey loam containing both modern material and small 
fragments of Roman tile. This merged into a lighter brown clay flecked with white (context
2) which also contained Roman tile fragments as well as a sherd of a glazed medieval jug 
and a little modern material. Natural yellow/brown clay was encountered at a depth of 
c0.4m.

Trench 2 (c6 x lm) was located to the south of trench 1 and aligned at right angles to 
Doods Way (figs 4-5). Beneath topsoil (context 1) was a widespread deposit of white flecked, 
motded, yellow/brown clayey soil (context 2). Both layers contained many small fragments 
of Roman tile as well as modern material. Context 2 overlay natural clay which lay at a depth 
of c0.5m. At the southern end of the trench two layers intervened between contexts 1 and 
2. The uppermost of these was a layer of dark loam (context 3) which contained mainly 
modern material and which overlay a shallow compacted mass of reddened lumps of fired 
clay, some with smooth surfaces (context 4), 1.2m wide, which crossed the trench at right 
angles. The surface of this layer was covered with a thin spread of small pebbles. The same 
layer was encountered in trench 7 and is interpreted as the make-up for a path surface. It is 
suggested below that this material may have derived from the destruction of a tile kiln in the 
late 19th century. Beneath the southern edge of context 4 was found a line of large stones 
(context 8), mosdy Upper Greensand, that appeared to fill a narrow trench and which appears 
to have been a drain, apparently connected with the path. Below context 4, and crossing the 
trench on a north-east to south-west orientation and cutting deeply into the natural clay, was 
a field drain comprising a narrow slot at the base of which was a line of chalk blocks.

At the base of context 2, resting on the surface of the natural clay and extending some 
2.5m northwards from the southern limit of the trench, was a dense deposit (context 5) of 
large fragments of Roman tile, r 0.1—0.15m thick, which also contained flints and fragments
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of Upper Greensand as well as charcoal flecks. This deposit continued to the south beyond 
the drain (context 8). Adjacent to the south end of this trench, trench 8 (c 1 x lm; fig 4) was 
opened to check on the continuation of the line of the drain, context 8, and to view the area 
to its south. The layer of tiles did not intrude into this area but both gardening and root 
disturbance made further work nearer the road impracticable.

Trench 7 (3 x lm; figs 4—5) was also laid out at right angles to Doods Way and some 7m 
away from trench 2. This trench contained a similar sequence to trench 2, encountering both 
the path of fired clay debris surfaced with gravel (context 2), its accompanying stone-packed 
drain (context 3) and an underlying chalk-filled field drain (context 6), on a similar parallel 
alignment to its partner in trench 2. Both drain lines cut a deposit, r0.2m deep, of 
yellow/brown clayey soil (context 4) which contained fragments of stone and Roman tile as 
well as a fragment of 19th century clay pipe stem. Context 4 overlay context 5, a dense spread 
of mainly large tile fragments, c 0 .1- 0 .15m deep, which extended the length of the trench. 
Removal of this layer was limited to a 0.5m strip along its western side. Within or just below 
this layer of tile were three small sherds, all of probable prehistoric date (see Prehistoric pottery 

from D F02 , below). At the northern edge of trench 7, and below context 5, was a steep cut 
(context 7) into the natural clay, the upper part of which was filled with a mixture of plastic 
yellow clay with grey clay lenses. Below this were boulders of Upper Greensand, one of 
considerable size, and many large fragments of tile (context 8). The restricted area of trench 
7 prevented this feature from being pursued further.

The finds
THE TILES FROM THE EXCAVATIONS

The Gault Clay, on the southern edge of which the site lies, was probably utilized to 
manufacture the tiles although there appear to be no obvious clay pits nearby. The tiles 
recovered range in colour from blue to orange to red, which reflects the firing conditions. 
One brick from RH89 shows all three tones distinctly divided, which probably reflects 
staggered stacking in the kiln. An overfired brick fragment from DF02 (trench 7, context 8) 
has fragments of what were probably box-flue tiles fused to each face. A full range of Roman 
tile appears to be represented from both excavations. Useful comparisons can be made with 
tiles in fabric 3050 from Billingsgate.

Tile recovered from RH89 included 13 box-flue fragments, a bipedalis fragment (used to 
cap underfloor pilae), 38 sizeable pedalis, for pilae or alternatively lydion wall brick fragments, 
and a single keyed voussoir tile fragment. In terms of roofing tile, 19 imbrex and 33 tegula 
fragments (27 flanged) were identified. The greater amount of tile from DF02 comprised, 
along with a larger quantity of flat brick and tile, 59 recognizable fragments of tegula, 98 of 
imbrex, and 25 fragments of box-flue tile, of which four were decorated with combing and 
sixteen with relief patterning, the remainder being either side fragments or apparently 
undecorated.

Measurements of three flat tiles or brick from RH89 with one side complete were 305mm, 
295mm and 285mm, each of which is around the length of a Roman foot (296mm) which 
was used as the measure for the sides of a square pedalis and the short sides of the rectangular 
lydion. The only complete length from DF02 measured 270mm. The average flat tile thickness 
from a sample of 38 was 35mm from RH89, and 36mm from DF02 from a sample of 41. 
This compares with an average of 36mm for lydion bricks from Billingsgate in the same fabric 
(Betts 1993). This may indicate that the flat tiles are of lydion type. The most complete tegula 
from RH89 has an incomplete length of 420mm, which compares with a complete example 
from Billingsgate, also in fabric 3050, with a length of 446mm. The bipedalis fragment from 
RH89 was extremely thick with a maximum measurement of 88mm; Brodribb (1987, 42) 
lists the thickest bipedalis (from Exeter) known to him as measuring 80mm. The Doods 
Farm example is pierced right through by a diagonal tapering hole, probably added to



Fig 6 Doods Farm, Reigate. A -C : impressions of dog paws on three overfired tile fragments from DF02 trench 
7, context 5, D: impressions of dog paws and an arc on a tegula found in 1886 (Holmesdale Natural History 
Club collections).

aid firing. No bricks from DF02 were thicker than 50mm, which was confined to one 
example.

Examples of keyed box-flue fragments in fabric 3050 from both RH89 and Billingsgate 
exclusively have five- or six-toothed combing rather than relief-patterning. In both cases this 
is in the form of a simple crossing design (the markings were purely functional for the 
attachment of plaster). However, sixteen relief-patterned tile fragments, using die 5 (Betts et 
al 1997, 74), were found in DF02 and two of the three complete box-flue tiles with the 
Holmesdale Natural History Club as well as the British Museum and Guildford Museum 
examples are relief-patterned with the same die. Other markings include three flat and two 
tegula fragments bearing single arc ‘signature marks’ from RH89, and two from DF02. One 
brick from RH89 bore a possible cat print. A tegula fragment found in 1886 and now held 
in the Holmesdale Natural History Club Museum also bears an arc as well as a dog print 
(fig 6, D). Three overfired flat tiles from DF02 (trench 2, context 5) together bear six 
impressions of the paws of a fairly large dog (fig 6, A-C), which suggests that these tiles were 
set out adjacent to each other to dry.

f a b r i c  a n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  t i l e s , by Ian Betts

Samples of tile from the 1989 excavation together with two fragments of relief-patterned tile 
from the 2002 work were submitted to the Museum of London Archaeological Service. 
Inclusions identified with the unaided eye comprise sand and ironstone (from the adjacent 
Lower Greensand) as well as grog and some flint, and the fabric was unexpectedly found, to 
match with a type found in London (ceramic fabric series, number 3050). Both contain the 
same visible inclusions noted above. The lesser inclusions, identified with the aid of xlO 
magnification, comprise frequent quartz (>0;8mm). This can either be dark ‘rose quartz’ (> 
0.3mm) or clear and milky quartz of normal colour. The proportion of each seems to vary 
greatly between individual tiles. Silty streaks and bands in the clay matrix have been noted 
in a number of London tiles.

Tiles in fabric 3050 are presently (2002) known from at least 40 sites in London, although



the amount present on each site is usually small. Beyond London, fabric 3050 has also been 
identified at the Deerton Street villa in Kent as well as in Canterbury. Only on one site in 
London is there a large percentage of tile in this fabric; this is Billingsgate, 100 Lower Thames  
Street (BIL75/BBH87), where a large quantity of tile in fabric 3050 was used in a bath 
building and attached house which were probably constructed in the early 3rd century (Betts 
1993). An excavation at Priory Road, Colliers Wood (CCC97) also found an unusually high 
proportion of tiles in fabric 3050 (Pringle 1998). The dating from 100 Lower Thames Street 
corresponds with that derived from St Albans House, Wood Street (ABS85) where tiles in 
fabric 3050 were found associated with pottery of late 2nd to early 3rd century date. The 
current state of research suggests a date range for this fabric from AD 140 to 230. There 
appears to be a major change in the source of London’s tile around the mid-late 2nd century 
(Betts & Foot 1994). There seems little doubt that the London tiles in fabric type 3050 derived 
from the tilery at Doods Farm.

p r e h i s t o r i c  p o t t e r y  f r o m  DF02, by Jonathan Cotton

Three small abraded sherds of undecorated handmade pottery were recovered from trench 
7, context 5, a dump of Roman tile.

1 The first comprises an unevenly-fired sherd of hard coarse sandy fabric opened with 
moderate amounts of sub-angular crushed burnt flint temper >2mm in size. Rare large 
rounded quartz grains and iron-rich clay pellets are likely to represent natural 
occurrences in the clay matrix. Early 1st millennium BC, ie Later Bronze Age/Early 
pre-Roman Iron Age.

2 The second sherd is in a hard coarse sandy reduced fabric opened with organic inclusions 
(Pchopped straw/chaff) now visible as characteristic voids. Large rounded quartz grains 
and rare fragments of sub-rounded crushed burnt flint are unlikely to represent 
deliberate inclusions. ?Mid-lst millennium BC, ie Early/Middle pre-Roman Iron Age 
(though a later, post-Roman, date is not totally out of the question).

3 The third is in a soft soapy reduced fabric opened with abundant grog pellets. Numerous 
small rounded voids indicate the presence of a further now-vanished tempering agent 
(Pchalk/shell). 1st century BC to late 1st century AD, ie Late pre-Roman Iron Age/early 
Roman.

Given their small size, abraded condition and wide date bracket, little significance can be 
attached to the present sherds. They are simply indicative of later prehistoric and early 
Roman activity in the general vicinity of the site.

Discussion

Hooper (1945, 17) rather hastily interpreted the finds from Doods Farm as ‘the debris not 
of a tilery but of a villa or associated building’. The excavations of 1989 and 2002 give clear 
evidence that Doods Farm was the site of a Roman tilery which was of some importance 
and produced a full range of tiles, though apparently not as wide a range of products as 
produced at Ashtead. The nature of the present land use unfortunately makes it difficult to 
trace the extent of this industry or the locations of kilns and ancillary structures, assuming 
they survive past destruction. However, a few observations can be made. The evidence from 
the 2002 work in particular, leaving aside the possible drain in ‘The Way Close’, suggests 
that the north-eastern extent at least of the active area has been located. The tile layers 
overlying natural clay in the excavations at both Rosehill and Tregoney are suggestive of 
dumping to provide areas of hardstanding. In DF02, trench 7, the steep cut into the natural 
clay (context 7) is interpreted as a backfilled clay pit, although it could just possibly be the 
construction trench for a kiln.



As already noted (see Fabric analysis o f the tiles, above), tiles made at Doods Farm have been 
identified at more than 40 sites in London as well as further afield in Kent, which suggests 
that this was an industry of considerable size operating, again according to the evidence from 
London, mainly in the second half of the 2nd century and on into the 3rd century. Whether 
or not the apparent stone structure recorded as having been found during the construction 
of Woodthorpe in 1886 was a kiln may no longer be provable but there may well be other 
kilns nearby and probably in close proximity to Doods Way. The presence of large blocks 
of Upper Greensand, particularly those filling the possible backfilled clay pit in trench 7, 
suggests that the kiln may indeed, as reported, have been of stone. It is possible that the lumps 
of fired clay from which the Victorian path had been formed, found in DF02 trenches 2 and 
7, represent the remains of a kiln structure destroyed during the construction of Woodthorpe.

There are within a few km of Doods Farm only a few poorly recorded sites of Roman date 
which might have used products from this tilery, as well as more substantial sites further afield, 
such as the villas at Walton Heath and Walton on the Hill. This apparent paucity of Roman 
sites in the area around Doods Farm may suggest that Londinium consumed the larger part 
of the tilery’s output. In the absence of water routes, road transport would have been the 
only viable means of carriage although the Thames may well have been used to transport 
tiles from London downstream to Faversham and Canterbury, where Doods Farm tile has 
also been found. Doods Farm lies between and at some distance from two Roman roads and 
a direct distance of about 20 miles from Londinium; therefore a direct route to London 
through the North Downs gap at Merstham may have been chosen. However, another, 
perhaps more likely, route was via the deeply sunken Wray Lane, if it was in existence at this 
time, then north-westwards across Walton Heath to link up with Stane Street in the Epsom 
area. Such a route would have taken it close to the site at Priory Road, Colliers Wood, noted 
by Betts, above. East-west carriage, if it was needed, may have been via the approximate 
route of the present A25, adjacent to which this site lies. This route, which was certainly in 
existence in the Saxon period as it was controlled by a crossing earthwork on the Surrey/Kent 
border, is now deeply sunken in a number of places. A few Roman sites lie on or adjacent 
to the latter route, including a settlement of some sort at Dorking, where Stane Street crosses 
and, further west, the villa at Abinger.

The Doods Farm tilery appears to have exploited the Gault Clay (normally grey, but 
yellow/brown clay was encountered in the excavations) rather than the Weald Clay to the 
south of the sand ridge. Both resources  in the Reigate area were exploited for tile- and brick- 
making as well as pottery in the medieval period and later, although these industries seem 
to have been small in scale and have left little in terms of physical remains such as extraction 
pits. In the immediate vicinity of Doods Farm itself there seems to have been no later 
exploitation of the Gault Clay for brick and tile manufacture, although the field names of 
Great and Little Tylers just to the east of Wray Common (rTQ,272 509) are highly suggestive 
of such use. Both fields are now substantially built over.

Brodribb (1987) records around 45 Roman tile kiln sites in Britain, which is a surprisingly 
small number and many more must have existed considering the large amount of tile 
produced, and given the economic importance of tile in the period. The Doods Farm tilery 
is important as it adds to the number of known tileries and is especially so since a market for 
the products has been identified along with an inferred trade route. Although Doods Farm 
is c 32km from London, in the absence of any specific understanding of the market activities 
of the time such as the competitive pricing of products, the reliability of supply, labour costs, 
social aspects and so forth, transportation costs should not be considered the only variable 
concerned. Kilns are known to have supplied tile over long distances; Harrold, in 
Bedfordshire, for example, which supplied London with shelly tiles from the late 3rd to the 
mid-4th century, is c38km from its market (Brown 1994; I Betts, pers comm). The major 
tilery at Ashtead, 10km north-west of Doods Farm (Hampton 1977, 31- 3; Bird 1987, 182-7), 
may have had connections with the military. Its span of operation is unclear although it 
appears to have been producing relief-patterned tiles in the mid-2nd century (Betts et al 1994).



Doods Farm may have been in operation contemporaneously with Ashtead. What 
significance can be drawn from the fact that both sites use die 5 for the relief-patterning of 
box-flue tiles is unclear.
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